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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Information provided by the University such as in presentations, University brochures and the University website, is accurate at the time of first disclosure. However, courses, University services and content of publications remain subject to change. Changes may be necessary to comply with the requirements of accrediting bodies or to keep courses contemporary through updating practices or areas of study. Circumstances may arise outside the reasonable control of the University, leading to required changes. Such circumstances include, industrial action, unexpected student numbers, significant staff illness (where a course is reliant upon a person’s expertise), unexpected lack of funding, severe weather, fire, civil disorder, political unrest, government restrictions and serious concern with regard to the transmission of serious illness making a course unsafe to deliver. After a student has taken up a place with the University, the University will look to give early notification of any changes and try to minimise their impact, offering suitable alternative arrangements or forms of compensation where it believes there is a fair case to do so. Offers of a place to study at the University will provide up to date information on courses. The latest key information on courses, entry requirements and fees can be found at www.leeds.ac.uk/courses. Please check this website before making any decisions.
Throughout your course, you will explore the breadth of chemistry, understanding how the tiny scale of quantum mechanics controls how reactions really happen. You’ll use this knowledge to design and control the synthesis of molecules and explore chemical processes in the natural world. Chemistry has so many applications, from the design and synthesis of medicines and biological probes to the preparation of new smart materials and investigation of our climate and environment.

Add in the wider experience you’ll gain while you’re studying here, and your degree from the University of Leeds will ensure that you stand out from the crowd and secure that all-important graduate job.

“The recognition of our commitment to student education by being named University of the Year 2017 in The Times and The Sunday Times Good University Guide is just one reflection of how, by working in partnership, students and staff create a really invigorating and vibrant atmosphere within the School.”

PROFESSOR STEVE MARSDEN
HEAD OF THE SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
Great things start here.

We’re proud to say that some of our recent students have achieved great things.

Sannia Farooque, who studied MChem, BSc Chemistry, was named as one of the Royal Society of Chemistry’s ‘175 Faces of Chemistry’ during its 175th anniversary celebrations in 2016. This recognition celebrated Sannia’s achievements both professionally and personally.

Another of our recent graduates, Daniel Price, was awarded the Salters’ Graduate Prize 2016. This prestigious prize is awarded to students who have the potential to make a very significant contribution to the chemical industry.

Plus a fantastic 97% of our recent graduates were employed or studying within six months of graduating (DLHE).

Join us and see what you can achieve.
FLEXIBLE DEGREES
We scored 92% student satisfaction in the 2016 National Student Survey, and our students enjoy the flexibility that comes with our chemistry degrees.

You’ll learn the fundamentals of physical, inorganic and organic chemistry during your course, and our range of optional modules also allows you to choose areas of chemistry that interest you most.

You can even choose to study some modules from areas other than chemistry through our discovery modules. We have hundreds of discovery modules to choose from, allowing you to pursue interests outside chemistry during your course.

INTEGRATED MASTERS
All our degrees are available as three-year BSc degrees or four-year MChem, BSc Integrated Masters degrees. An Integrated Masters is a four-year degree that extends your studies to Masters level, improving your career prospects or setting you up to do a PhD in the future.

It is possible to transfer between BSc and MChem, BSc variants of a course during the first two years of your studies, as long as you’re meeting the required academic standards.

WORLD-LEADING FACILITIES
We have all the facilities you’ll need to support and enhance your academic studies. The University is investing millions of pounds each year to ensure we maintain a first-class academic environment. From laboratories and lecture theatres to one of the largest and most impressive libraries in the UK, you’ll find everything you need for your studies right here on campus.

INDUSTRIAL PLACEMENTS AND STUDY ABROAD
All our chemistry courses give you the chance to do a study abroad year or an industrial placement year.

On our MChem, BSc Chemistry and MChem, BSc Medicinal Chemistry degrees, an industrial placement year can be fully integrated into your course, meaning that it won’t add an additional year to your studies.

This means that you can achieve an Integrated Masters degree with an integrated industrial placement in just four years. During your placement year, you’ll pay a significantly reduced tuition fee.

RESEARCH-LED TEACHING
You’ll be guided through your degree by scientists who have an international reputation for their knowledge.

We’re ranked 4th in the country for research impact, and 95% of our chemistry research is rated as ‘internationally excellent’ or ‘internationally leading’.

Our team’s research will be at the heart of your learning.

ACCREDITATION
All of our single honours courses are accredited by the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC).

RSC-accredited courses have been evaluated and approved by professional chemists.

STUDENT SUPPORT
We take fantastic care of our students. You’ll be assigned a personal tutor to guide you through your studies with us, and can receive lots of support from fellow students through our peer mentor scheme.

Using our Virtual Learning Environment you can access learning resources including reading lists, past exam papers, skills guides and assessment guides. You’ll also be able to play back video recordings of your lectures and download lecture notes.

JOIN CHEMSOC
You can join the student-run chemistry society, ‘ChemSoc’. The society gives students a chance to meet people from their course in a social environment, and organises socials and nights out at the beginning of the year to help you settle in.
STUDENT STORY

NAMRAH SHAHID
MCHEM, BSC CHEMISTRY STUDENT

The chemistry course here is great in terms of flexibility. You have so many options, including the chance to do an industrial placement or a year abroad.

Between my second and third year I did a summer placement with Croda Europe Ltd, which manufactures chemicals. This was a great opportunity. It gave me some insight into working with the research and development team in industry and it taught me about chemistry on an industrial scale.

Being a student here has opened up so many doors for me. I’m really passionate about student-led change. I became a school representative, which allowed me to see the hunger of chemistry staff to work and engage with students to bring about positive change. I proposed an extension of opening hours to our chemistry computer cluster; the staff were quick to respond and the proposal was accepted.

I was elected as a University of Leeds delegate for the NUS Women’s and National Conferences 2017, where I finished runner-up in the Inspirational Higher Education Student Woman of the Year award! I also recently won the Equality and Diversity award at the Leeds Partnership Awards 2017.

My ambition is to make it in the world of academia. There’s a lack of female academics in chemistry and an even greater lack of minority ethnic women. I’m keen to change those statistics, share my passion for chemistry and be a role model for aspiring students.
VIKKI CLAYTON
MChem, BSc Medicinal Chemistry Student

The University of Leeds has given me the support I need to achieve my full potential. The Careers Centre has been invaluable in applying for, and securing, jobs in chemistry. Moreover, academics in the department couldn't have been more willing to help with any challenges I've faced while at Leeds.

The Medicinal Chemistry course here gives great exposure to many different areas of chemistry. Knowledge is first built up in the core areas of physical, organic and inorganic chemistry and then, later in the course, there is the chance to focus more on organic and medicinal chemistry.

I am most proud of consistently working at a first-class standard throughout my degree. While it was tempting to settle for a pass in the first year, achieving a first in both first and second years allowed me to secure my industrial placement at GlaxoSmithKline. Graduating with a first-class degree in medicinal chemistry now seems very achievable and would be something I’d be extremely proud of.

My dream has always been to work in the pharmaceutical industry, developing the drugs of the future which will directly benefit patients. Thanks to the support of everyone at Leeds, and the opportunity I was given to work at GlaxoSmithKline in my placement year, I have now secured a fantastic medicinal chemistry job which I am very excited to begin later this year.
OUR COURSES

CHEMISTRY

Chemistry BSc:
UCAS code F100 / Entry grades ABB / Duration 3 years

Chemistry MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F103 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

Chemistry with a Year in Industry MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F105 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

Chemistry with Study Abroad MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F107 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

As a chemistry student at Leeds, you will discover how chemistry shapes the world around us. You can explore topics from quantum mechanics to planetary atmospheres, from making organic chemicals to producing medicinal drugs, and from bonding in metals to the structures of synthetic and biological materials.

Our chemistry courses aim to help you fulfil your potential, so our programmes take a wide-ranging view of all aspects of chemistry and prepare you for a career in any area of the subject while allowing you to develop as a researcher in a specialism of your choice.

In your first and second years you will study the fundamentals of physical, organic and inorganic chemistry and explore how these concepts integrate together. Optional modules allow you to build transferable skills, such as 'Chemistry: Idea to Market' which gives you insight into industrial new product development. You will also have the opportunity to broaden your knowledge and pursue your interests in other subjects from across the University through discovery modules.

As you progress through the course, you will be able to study more advanced topics relating to the research strengths of the School in greater detail. In the final year of the MChem, BSc degree, you will undertake a major research project, working with experienced scientists to advance our knowledge of chemistry.

“The world of chemistry is so beautiful that it never fails to amaze me. Chemistry is at the heart of modern science, and so opens up doors to a vast number of opportunities.”

SANNIA FAROOQUE, MChem, BSc Chemistry
MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

Medicinal Chemistry BSc:
UCAS code F150 / Entry grades ABB / Duration 3 years

Medicinal Chemistry MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F153 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

Medicinal Chemistry with a Year in Industry MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F154 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

Medicinal Chemistry with Study Abroad MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F156 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 4 years

Without medicinal chemists life as we know it would be impossible. Modern medicines give us pain relief, cure bacterial infections and fight viruses and cancer.

Without the arsenal of drugs at their disposal, doctors would be unable to cure many common diseases. It is the ability of medicinal chemists to have a positive impact on the health and wellbeing of millions of people worldwide that motivates many of our students on this course.

Through studying medicinal chemistry at Leeds, you will be able to gain a broad understanding of chemistry and detailed knowledge of how drugs interact in the body. We also provide opportunities for you to develop the transferable skills that employers seek.

The first year of the course develops your understanding of the fundamentals of chemistry. From the second year onwards, you will focus more on organic chemistry, with advanced teaching on drug synthesis and pharmacology. In your third year, you’ll analyse strategies used in the development of drugs in key therapeutic areas, such as the treatment of cancer and bacterial infection.

In the final year of our MChem, BSc course, you will undertake a major research project. You’ll have the chance to work with Leeds’ interdisciplinary groups, containing medics, biologists and chemists, who work collaboratively to discover new therapeutic strategies.

CHEMISTRY AND MATHEMATICS

Chemistry and Mathematics BSc:
UCAS code FG11 / Entry grades AAB / Duration 3 years

Chemistry and Mathematics MChem, BSc:
UCAS code F1GC / Entry grades AAA / Duration 4 years

Using the tools of advanced mathematics to understand the diversity and complexity of the chemical world is what really drives students on our chemistry and mathematics joint honours degrees.

On this programme you’ll study alongside single honours chemists and mathematicians who are learning the same concepts and reaching the same depth of knowledge as you. As you move through the programme, you’ll have the opportunity to specialise in a range of topics in both areas of your course and vary the split between the two components to study the topics that interest you the most.

In studying mathematics, you will develop your skills in core subject areas such as linear algebra and calculus. A wide range of optional modules available to you from your second year onwards will allow you to pursue areas from probability to coding theory, special relativity and financial modelling.

You will combine your mathematical skills with the study of chemistry to understand how and why molecules react and the methods that are employed to study them. Certain areas of chemistry, particularly the physical side, can be closely linked with mathematics. You will have the option to specialise in organic, inorganic or physical chemistry.

FOR FULL COURSE DETAILS, INCLUDING MODULE INFORMATION, VISIT

www.leeds.ac.uk/courses
STUDENT STORY

CLAUDIA THOMPSON
MCHEM, BSC CHEMISTRY STUDENT

I love how studying chemistry at Leeds not only gives me the opportunity to learn new skills but also apply them. It can be challenging at times but the support available from lecturers and tutors is excellent and the social nature of the course means you are never too far from a push in the right direction. We are encouraged to be proactive and have good time management – the department focuses a lot on developing our employability skills and preparing us for after our degrees.

The University of Leeds has a fantastic study abroad programme, which was one of the many reasons why I chose to come here. I had the choice of studying almost anywhere in the world, and, after a very simple application process, I am very fortunate to have been given the opportunity to study at the University of Calgary (Canada) next year.

One of the best parts of studying chemistry at Leeds is that many of the teaching staff are involved in research projects at the University, which they integrate into lectures, opening our eyes to possibilities of pursuing careers in their fields. As a result, I have been attracted to research in the field of developing organometallic anti-cancerous drugs.
REWARDING CAREERS

A fantastic 97% of our recent graduates have successfully secured employment or gone on to further study within six months of graduating (latest Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey).

A degree in chemistry is the start of many exciting and rewarding career choices available to you. Many of our recent graduates have gone on to be chemists in some of the largest and most innovative companies in the world. Others have secured PhD positions in order to make some of the big discoveries of the future. The career options available to you will be varied and could take you away from the labs to a rewarding career in government agencies, NGOs or the fast-paced financial sector.

CAREERS AND EMPLOYABILITY SUPPORT

Throughout your time with us our dedicated Faculty Employability Team will be there to support, guide and advise you.

We support you from your first year through to your final year with a series of employability and careers activities.

We'll help you through the career decision-making process, support you in your applications for work experience and graduate jobs, and bridge the gap between you and employers.

Our specialist, qualified staff will be there to help you succeed on the path to your perfect career, so you feel supported along the way.

You'll benefit from:

- Future Career Planning for Chemists: a comprehensive and interactive module for first years
- Skills development modules, to give you an insight into industrial product development or business start-up
- Timetabled employability sessions at all stages of your course
- Ongoing support to find internships and placements
- Practical help with developing a CV, making applications, and preparing for interviews and assessment centres
- One-to-one guidance or coaching appointments to focus on you and your future
- Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) accreditation for our single honours courses, making your degree more valuable in the eyes of future employers.

Our Careers Centre and Employability Team organise an annual STEM Careers Fair, giving you many opportunities to meet graduate recruiters to gain an insight into graduate jobs and explore work experience and internship opportunities, giving you the best start to your career.

The University of Leeds is a top five University targeted by employers (High Fliers 2017). Some recent employers on campus include Reckitt Benckiser, Unilever, P&G and GSK.
INDUSTRIAL PLACEMENT

All of our degree programmes include the option to complete a placement year in industry, which would be the third year of your course.

Some of our programmes, such as our MChem, BSc Chemistry with a Year in Industry and MChem, BSc Medicinal Chemistry with a Year in Industry, have a placement fully integrated, meaning that it won’t add an additional year to your studies.

On our degrees without an integrated industrial placement, you can add a placement year between years 2 and 3.

Our programmes are flexible, so if you’re not yet sure if a placement year is for you, you can decide when you arrive at Leeds, normally at the start of your second year.

Either way, from year one, you will be able to access support to enable you to make the most well-informed decision regarding your placement year search and applications. We have a dedicated Employability and Placements Officer who will work with you during a series of placement information and preparation sessions. These sessions will inform you of the wide variety of options available to you, what to expect from the application process and how to apply.

There will also be opportunities to book one-to-one appointments to help with your placement search, as well as access to a range of placements on the University’s vacancy system.

We successfully place students with a range of employers. Recent examples include Roche, Lubrizol, Covance, IBM and BASF.

“I think there are several advantages of doing a placement, but the most valuable is the lab experience. As I developed my understanding of how the rigs worked it allowed me to be more independent and fix things if they weren’t working. That really boosted my confidence. I’ve also gained insight into the commercial side of things, which you don't experience in the teaching labs.”

JESSICA WATSON,
INDUSTRIAL PLACEMENT YEAR
AT PROMETHEAN PARTICLES

STUDY ABROAD

All our courses give you the chance to study abroad as part of your degree.

You would typically spend your third year studying chemistry at a partner institution and then return to Leeds for your final year. Spending a year living and studying abroad is a unique prospect. You’ll have the chance to immerse yourself in another culture and gain unforgettable experiences.

You’ll also gain an overseas education and develop new skills that will impress future employers.

We have relationships with many international universities, representing some of the best places to study abroad across the world.

“I’m doing my study abroad year in Calgary, Canada. It’s been the best and most valuable year of my life so far. It makes you a lot more mature regardless of whether you thought you were very mature already. You learn more about how your subject is taught in a different country and you learn a lot about other cultures in your school environment and in places that surround the city you’re in. The ski trips, mountain biking and the incredible nature that Canada offers are why I went there, and it’s given me some great memories.”

ALEX DOBSON,
STUDY ABROAD YEAR IN CALGARY, CANADA
Leeds the city

Leeds is a large, cosmopolitan city which, as well as being vibrant, affordable and multicultural, is also surrounded by some of the most beautiful and accessible countryside in the UK.

At the University of Leeds we guarantee an offer of accommodation for your first year, providing you apply by the deadline.

We offer a wide variety of quality accommodation, from modern, purpose-built developments to more traditional residences in a variety of locations from the heart of campus and city centre to leafy suburbs.
CULTURE

Leeds is well known for its lively arts and music scenes, offering many theatres and museums. The city is also renowned for its shopping facilities and there’s a wide range of outlets, from small boutiques to huge shopping malls. There’s also an extensive choice of places to eat and drink. All culinary tastes are catered for, from Italian to Thai, Caribbean to vegetarian. Leeds’ nightlife is legendary, with clubs and bars offering music to suit all tastes. There are lots of live music venues in the city, including the 13,500 capacity First Direct Arena, the O2 Academy and Brudenell Social Club.

EXPLORING YORKSHIRE

At the heart of Yorkshire, Leeds is one of the greenest cities in Britain and within easy reach of traditional towns and cities such as York, Ilkley, Harrogate and Saltaire, as well as Yorkshire’s stunning coastline. The spectacular countryside surrounding Leeds – including the Lake District, the Peak District, the Yorkshire Dales and the North York Moors – provides the ideal environment for University groups and societies taking part in everything from caving and kayaking to cycling and walking.

UNIVERSITY SPORT

Whether you want to play socially or compete at the highest level, Leeds Sport has a range of opportunities to suit you. The University has great sports facilities including the on-campus sports centre The Edge, which comprises a swimming pool, state-of-the art gym, squash courts and sports halls, sauna and steam room. Playing fields for hockey, cricket, football and rugby are just a short distance away.

Our social leagues are a great way to play competitively with friends against other teams each week. Or join one of our 60 plus sports clubs and become a Leeds Gryphon by representing the University of Leeds at one of several levels. Whether you’re into triathlon or prefer aikido, there’s a club for you.

MUSIC, DANCE AND PERFORMANCE

Regardless of your musical ability or taste, there are plenty of ways to get involved in music during your time at Leeds. You could join the Big Band or perform in one of the University’s many ensembles. The Students’ Union also hosts live music events for local bands to perform at where you can showcase your abilities or discover great new music. There’s a range of dance groups, from ballet to salsa to Irish dancing, offering classes for all levels. You can also get involved in theatre, be it through acting, directing, producing or writing, with Theatre Group or Pantsoc.

VOLUNTEERING

Volunteering to work with organisations or projects is a great way to broaden your experience and develop valuable skills to enhance your CV. The University has over 1,000 opportunities for student volunteers, from mentoring disadvantaged children in Leeds to helping to build school playgrounds in Africa.

CONTACT US

If you require any more information about our courses, modules, or any other aspect of studying natural sciences at Leeds, please contact our Undergraduate Admissions Team.

Tel: +44 (0)113 343 6440
Email: admissions@chem.leeds.ac.uk
www.chem.leeds.ac.uk
THE APPLICATION PROCESS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Our entry requirements range from AAA to ABB at A-level depending on which course you choose. Chemistry must be one of your A-level subjects (mathematics is also required for our joint honours Chemistry and Mathematics course). Where an A-level science subject is taken, we require a pass in the practical science element, alongside the achievement of the A-level at the stated grade. Excludes A-level General Studies or Critical Thinking.

We also accept a variety of alternative qualifications (check our website for details).

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

GCSE English Language grade C (or above) or an equivalent recognised English language qualification, eg IELTS 6.0 overall with no less than 5.5 in each element.

ACCESS TO LEEDS

We’re committed to identifying the best possible applicants, regardless of personal circumstances or background.

Access to Leeds is an alternative admissions scheme which accepts applications from individuals who might be from low income households, in the first generation of their immediate family to apply to higher education or have had their studies disrupted.

For more details visit www.leeds.ac.uk/a2l

HOW TO APPLY

All undergraduate applications should be made through the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS).

Full instructions on how to apply are available at www.ucas.com

OFFER PROCESS

Suitable applicants will be invited to an applicant day, which gives you the opportunity to meet our academic staff and students, enjoy a tour of our facilities, view student accommodation and find out more about your course.

We like to interview applicants before making an offer, so the day will also include an interview with one of our academics. This will give you the chance to discuss your application in more detail, check that it’s the right course for you and your career plans, have your questions answered and find out more about studying at Leeds.

SCHOLARSHIPS

The University of Leeds has a long-standing history of helping students to manage their finances while at University, with a comprehensive range of bursaries and scholarships available.

For more information, visit www.chem.leeds.ac.uk/undergraduate/scholarships.html

CONTACT US

If you require any more information about our courses, modules or any other aspect of studying chemistry at Leeds, please contact our Undergraduate Admissions team, go online or follow us on twitter (@scienceleeds).

Tel: +44 (0)113 343 6440
Email: admissions@chem.leeds.ac.uk
www.chem.leeds.ac.uk